Fever and antipyresis in infection

It has been known since Hippocrates’ time that “progressive paralysis” due to neurosyphilis sometimes resolves after an illness associated with high fever. This observation led Julius Wagner-Jauregg to propose, in 1887, that inoculation of malaria might be a justifiable therapy for progressive paralysis. His rationale was that one could replace an untreated condition with a treatable one — malaria being treatable with quinine. In 1917, he tested his hypothesis in nine patients who had paralysis due to syphilis by injecting them with blood from patients who had malaria. Remission of paralysis occurred in three patients. This led to further study on more than a thousand patients, in which remission occurred in 30% of patients who had neurosyphilis-related progressive paralysis and were “treated” with malaria-induced fever, compared with spontaneous remission rates of only 1%. This work on fever therapy led to Wagner-Jauregg being awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1927. Even after the discovery of antibiotics rendered fever therapy for syphilis obsolete, the prevailing view 50 years ago was that fever was an important mechanism of intrinsic resistance against infectious disease.

Since then, our attitude to fever appears to have moved 180 degrees. The advice to “drink plenty of fluids and take regular paracetamol” is among the most common advice issued in ambulatory care settings. Even among the sickest patients in our intensive care units, the use of antipyretics to treat fever is ubiquitous.

The reasons for the use of antipyretics having become so common are complex. These medicines have dual effects of analgesia and antipyresis. The availability of many antipyretics over the counter has led to a widely held view that they are without risk.

Evidence in support of paracetamol administration in a general practice setting comes from a randomised placebo-controlled trial in children with viral illnesses. This study showed that paracetamol increased activity but not mood, comfort or appetite — the small size of the effect was highlighted by the inability of parents to correctly guess whether their children had received paracetamol or placebo. In intensive care patients, administration of ibuprofen has been shown to reduce heart rate and minute ventilation; proponents of antipyretic administration argue that this may be important in critically ill patients with limited cardiac or respiratory reserve.

These considerations need to be balanced against the numerous studies which suggest that administration of antipyretics has the potential to adversely affect the course of infectious disorders. In adults, administration of antipyretics increases rhinovirus shedding and worsens nasal symptoms in patients with the common cold. Similarly, in children with varicella infection, paracetamol administration increases the duration of crusting of chickenpox lesions. Furthermore, a recent randomised controlled trial in children receiving vaccination showed that administration of paracetamol leads to a blunted immunological response to the vaccine.

To date, only one randomised controlled trial has addressed the impact of different paracetamol-based antipyretic therapy strategies on the development of infectious complications in intensive care. This trial was stopped by a data safety monitoring board because of a trend towards an increased number of deaths due to sepsis in patients in the aggressive antipyretic treatment group. In contrast, a large placebo-controlled trial of ibuprofen in sepsis did not show a significant effect on mortality. However, this trial was not designed to investigate the use of ibuprofen as an antipyretic and the anti-inflammatory actions of ibuprofen and concomitant use of paracetamol confound interpretation.

In support of the potential detrimental effect of lowering temperature, a laboratory study involving 432 strains of bacteria and 17 antimicrobials demonstrated that virtually all bacterial strains exhibited increasing antimicrobial susceptibility with increasing temperature within the physiological febrile range. Some strains of bacteria reduce their replication rate as temperature rises and even die at temperatures within the physiological febrile range. In the cases of influenza and Streptococcus pneumoniae infection, animal data suggest that the temperature sensitivity of strains in vivo is related to their virulence in the host: more
temperature-resistant strains cause more severe dis-

ease.9,10 Suppression of the febrile response to infection 

with antipyretic therapy has been shown to increase the 

risk of mortality arising from viral, bacterial and parasitic 

infections in several mammalian species.11

Parents of young children have observed that paraceta-

mol has a remarkable calming effect when administered to 

an unsettled child.12 Furthermore, parents often adminis-

ter paracetamol for its antipyretic effect to children with 

minimal or no fever,13 and perceived parental pressure is a 

significant factor in determining whether nurses adminis-

ter paracetamol to paediatric patients.14 The recent deter-

mination that paracetamol exerts its analgesic effects 

through indirect stimulation of cannabinoid receptors15 

puts a new perspective on the calming effects that parents 

have observed. It is interesting to consider whether, if the 

history of development of paracetamol as a medicine had 

been different, and its mechanism of action had been 

known from the outset, this calming effect in children 

would have been viewed in such a positive light.

The data presented here provide “proof of concept” that 

the current dogma needs to be questioned. However, we 

lack high-quality evidence on which to base clinical prac-

tice. Randomised controlled clinical trials evaluating the 

effects of antipyretics are needed. In ambulatory care 

settings, we need to know whether antipyretics influence 

the severity and duration of illnesses and, in the most 

critically ill, we need to know whether antipyretics affect 

mortality.
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